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One final leap

Student may
lead committee

UFW supporters
mobilize 14’ effort
By Kevin Dwyer
A small group of United Farm
Worker supporters met in the
Costanoan Room of the Student
Union last week to discuss local
campaign efforts in support of
Proposition 14, the Farm Workers
Initiative that will appear on the
November ballot.
Michael Johnson, coordinator of
the 23rd Assembly District’s "Yes
on 14" Committee, spoke to about 25
persons on the history of the
initiative as well as campaign
methods.
"Boycotts forced California
agricultural companies to accept the
new law," he said, referring to the
Agricultural Labor Relations Act
signed by Gov. Brown in 1975.
The act in turn created the Agricultural Labor Relations Board
(ALAS), which oversees and
finances elections for farm labor
unions.
Since inactment of the ALRB, the
farm workers have won 60 per cent
of the 300 or so elections, Johnson
said. This, in effect, took contracts
away from the UFW’s election
rivals, the Teamsters, which had the
majority of farm workers under
contract before the new law.
But in January, 1976, funds for
ALRB ran out because the board
held three times as many elections
as expected. At this time the
growers persuaded the state
legislature to not appropriate more
money.
The farm workers now are given
seven days to sign a petition in order
to vote. But the growers want to
extend the period to 21 days.
"The growers want to change the
,law before they fund it," said
Johnson. "They want to extend the
waiting period before farm workers
can petition and before they can
vote.
"By that time," Johnson said,
"95 per cent of the workers would be
gone to other jobs."

The growers’ heavyweight stand
forced farm labor supporters in
April to put the Farm Workers
Initiative, recently designated
Proposition 14, on the November
ballot.
According to Johnson, if the
initiative wins, it will "guarantee
elections and help organize a
possible 200,000 farm workers across
the nation."
In addition to organizing farm
workers, the initiative will force the
legislature to appropriate more
funds to allow the ALRB to function.
If passed, the proposition will
include the controversial access
law, now bitterly opposed by
growers. This will allow union
organizers to talk to workers before
work, after work and three hours
during the day.
Johnson told the audience of an
incident on a ranch in the San
Joaquin Valley, where a union
organizer was followed by two men
in a black sedan.
"Every time the organizer talked
to a worker, the man on the passengers side would jump out and
snap a picture."
This kind of harassment, according to Johnson, resulted in the
firing of some 2,000 farm workers
last year. "The farm workers are
afraid to talk to anybody," he said.
Johnson emphasized that the
struggle to pass Proposition 14 is up
against stiff competition.
’Citizens for a fair Farm Labor
Law’ have pledged $5.5 million on a
(no) campaign. "That’s going to buy
a lot of minds. That’s what we’re
fighting against. That’s why we’re
campaigning in parking lots and
talking to people one by one,"
Johnson said.
The local campaign, headed by
Johnson, will register voters and
collect contributions in Assemblyman John Vasconcellos’ 23rd
assembly district, which encompasses SJSU.

Grant finances project

Prof studies fog
By Diana Teasland
It creeps along the ocean coast,
cloaked in a gray mist. It settles on
mountain peaks and in valleys and
hides things from a person’s view.
Fog.
While many students traveled to
resort areas to get a tan or enjoy the
surf during the summer vacation,
Prof. Jindra Goodman of the
Meteorology Department took fog
samples from Mount Sutro Tower in
San Francisco.
She said the "fog" project was
financed by the National Science
Foundation. The $59,800 grant was
allocated for her to study fog
properties and densities.
"Why am I doing the experiments at the Tower?" she
asked. "Because it’s there. Anyway,
it’s guaranteed that you’ll always
get it (fog) in the summer months in
San Francisco."
The Czechoslovakian-born instructor explained that in most
areas, the higher the altitude, the
cooler the temperature. In San
Francisco, however, the higher the
altitude, the warmer it gets. This
warmth creates the fog.
The professor said that she tried
to visit the tower at least once a
week. Her day started at noon and
lasted throughout the night.
"After the fog comes in, which is
usually around noon, there is a large
drop size distribution (fog density),"
said Goodman. "I sampled it on
every level for its density and the
size of the particles."
Getting a sample of fog may
seem like an impossible task to some
persons, but Goodman said the fog is
"caught" by a modified CO-2 gun.
On the gun there is a piece of metal
on which soot is placed. The gun
shoots the soot into the fog droplets
and, in turn, the droplets make a
crevice in the soot. Afterwards the
size and density of the fog sample is
compared with the findings of the
previous week.
Funding for the project is
provided through September, 1978.
At the conclusion of the experiment,
Goodman will write a paper on her
findings and send ’it to the National
Science Foundation.
’rhe Meteorology instructor notes
there are several varieties of fog.
The three most common kinds in the
Bay Area are drizzle, dry fog and
radiation fog.
The drizzle that many people are

accustomed to in the Bay Area is a
combination of sulphite and sea salt,
Goodman said. It has a smaller
concentration of particles and it
usually hangs low. Droplets begin to
form and those few large droplets
cause drizzle.
The dry fog, as far as the study
shows, forms along the coastline. It
has the highest concentration of
droplets, although it takes some
time for the droplets to form.
She added that radiation or Tule
fog is caused by night moisture.
"This moisture cools until it
reaches dew-point temperature, or
when the air gets saturated. It gets
very shallow, the higher it goes, and
thicker toward the ground. It
creates bad visibility, according to
Goodman.
While fog may be a hindrance
occasionally, the professor said it is
beneficial in sustaining vegetation.
It washes the aerosalt from the
air, which is important, Goodman
said. It can be measured like
rainfall.
Although she enjoys her work,
Goodman notes that the project does
have its disadvantages.
"You have to go without sleep all
night. It’s cold and damp and windy
up there. You make sure you have a
coffee supply that will last the
night," she said.

Weather
Mostly fair through Tuesday
except for early morning patchy low
clouds. Highs in the low 80’s, lows in
the high 50’s. Winds will be from the
NW at five to 10 knots.
SJSU Meteorology Department

Inside
The Spartan football team met
the Rainbows of the University of
Hawaii in a grudge match Saturday
night at Spartan Stadium. Last year,
the Rainbows defeated the Spartans
in Hawaii in the last game of the
season. The 30-20 defeat knocked
SJSU out of the top 20 after the team
achieved national ranking for the
first time ever. Coming into
Saturday’s contest, the Spartans
were 1-0. having defeated Utah State
45-10. For the score and all the
details see Sports on page 2.

Phone: 277-3181

As the days grow shorter and the nights ionger, youngsters all over are
trying to pack as much activity as possible into their few remaining
days of summer vacation. Showing the form that would make any
skateboard lover proud is Richard Knapp of Spartan City. Studying his
style as they hold the bar are Richard’s brother, Roger, (I), and Chris
Whitemyer, (r). The mothers of the boys, Joanne Knapp and Edith
Whitemyer, are both graduate students now attending SJSU.

The SJSU Sociology Department
is expected to decide this week if a
student can be chairperson of the department’s curriculum committee.
The question has arisen because
of student Novelle Johnson’s election by faculty members last spring
to the chair.
Although Johnson, a sociology
graduate student, has been serving
as chairwoman throughout the
summer, faculty members were
unclear on why her seat is being
challenged at this time by the department.
Johnson would not comment on
the matter and referred questions to
Sociology Department Chairman
Adnan Daoud, who, along with most
faculty members, also refused
comment.
University policy allows students
to participate on faculty committees
but does not specifically address
itself to the chairperson issue.
Academic Senator David
Newman said he did not think that
university policy prevents a student
from being chairperson. But he
added that it is up to the individual
department to set such policy for
itself.
The university Statement on Student Rights and Responsibilities
only says, "While faculty and administrators have primary
responsibility in curricular matters,
students shall have opportunity for
participation in revising and im-

Six council members absent
at semester’s first meeting
Six members of the 20-member
A.S. Council, four representing the
Third World Progressive Coalition
(TwPC) and two independents,
failed to attend the council’s first
meeting Wednesday.
Absent were Mohammad Taher,
Magdi Orfali, Tony Fulk and Haleh
Payandehjoo, all of the TWPC
party; Bernice Garcia, independent,
and Linda Carey, United Students
Party (USP).
Council cannot take any action on
filling the vacant seats until they
find out whether the absentees are
planning to resign their seats, according to A.S. Vice President Jeff
Brown.
Ferguson selects
If the seats remain open, the
personnel selection committee will
advertise the vacancies and accept
student applications. They then will
make their recommendations to A.S.
President James Ferguson.
Ferguson will bring his selections
before the Council for their approval
or disapproval, according to Brown.
Wednesday’s meeting was an
orientation and general briefing
session for the new members.
Councilwoman Edna Campbell,
independent, is the only returning
member.

A.S. officers and staff members
informed the council about upcoming issues and explained the
procedures of their jobs.
"I hope our accomplishments
this academic year will serve to
enlighten those who will follow in our
footsteps," Ferguson said,
welcoming the council.
Outstanding tees
Ferguson said he hopes to have a
progress report on current affairs at
the next council meeting Wednesday.
Gregory Soulds, director of
student business affairs, told the
council that 6108,000 of the $270,000
A.S. fees for the fall semester still
are outstanding. The A.S. budget for
both the fall and spring semesters is
$540,000.
Some $32,000 left over from last
years budget, however, has been
reverted to this year’s A.S. general
fund, according to Steve Wright,
A.S. public information officer.
Reorganisation requested
Wright also said that approximately $2 5,0 0 0 in Instructionally Related Activities
(IRA) money may be reimbursed to
the university from the state. This
money would be given to the
university administration, which

would decide where to direct it on
the campus.
Soulds also reported that three
colleges, Hayward State University,
Sacramento State University and
CSU-Dominguez Hills have been
asked to reorganize the student
business offices under the guidelines
of the university’s business office.
This was due in part to a lack of
organization of the business offices
at these three campuses, Wright
said.
"I don’t think that will happen
here," Soulds said. "I’d like the
students to keep the autonomy they
have."
Another matter the council
should consider soon, Soulds said, is
the retirement program for A.S. fulltime employes.
According to Soulds, the present
program is becoming too expensive
to maintain.
"The employer contribution will
be 10.18 per cent by July 1, 1978," he
said. "The cost to the A.S. will go
from approximately $8,600 presently
per year to approximately 813,000."
Soulds plans to take a new and
less expensive program, offered by
John Hancock Life Insurance
Company, before the council.

proving the curriculum by serving
on operational curriculum committees."
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns was unavailable to interpret
the policy.
The Sociology Department curriculum committee consists of seven
faculty members, one graduate
student and one undergraduate
student. They are responsible for
reviewing current course content
and proposing new courses.
The curriculum committee met
twice last week to discuss Johnson’s
chairmanship. An anonymous committee member said the department
will decide tomorrow if Johnson can
continue in her position.
Faculty members were unavailable Friday to comment on the
meetings.
David Asquity, a faculty member
on the committee, last week called
the situation "an internal department affair" and refused comment

Student input
requested on
committees
Academic Senate Operating
Committees and special agencies
need student participation, according to Gloria Grotjan, A.S. personnel
officer.
Students are appointed for oneyear terms on the groups, which also
include members of the faculty and
administration.
Some of the 89 student positions
include:
Student affairs, two students;
student grievances, five; improvement of instruction, 12;
campus planningn six; international
student advisory, eight; financial
aids, six; registration advisory, six;
and academic fairness, seven.
the work involved may take only two
or three hours per week.
"Somewhere on this campus of
28,000 students there should be two
students who want to give input to
the student affairs committee
Grotjan said.
"Instead of bitching, students
should get on committees and do
something," she said.
The operating committees and
agencies study specific problems
and issues, then report to standing
policy committees, which bring
items before the Academic Senate.
The senate votes on policy matters
which are then sent to President
Bunzel for approval.
The committees meet once or
twice a month, Grotjan said, and
the work involved may take only
two or three hours per week.
There have been problems getting participation on the committees
during the past six years, Grotjan
said. She attributed the problems to
the fact that many SJSU students
are commuters.

Amphitheater debuts in early October
SJSU’s new 850,000 amphitheater
is scheduled for completion the first
week in October.
The facility is being constructed
with money from an expansion fund
set up at the time the Student Union
was built in 1969.
The idea for constructing an
amphitheater originated with the
S.U. Board of Governors, which
consisted of nine students and six faculty -staff members.
Utilize space
The main reason for construction, according to Rosetta
Arnett, chairperson of the amphitheater committee, is to use the
space on the bottom level of the
Ninth Street side of the Student
Union.
Arnett said the amphitheater
would be made available to any
recognized campus organizations on
a reserve basis. Loud rock music
will be discouraged because it’s
close to classrooms, she said.
Drama, music
"We will encourage drama
groups and small musical groups to
utilize the facility," Arnett added.
The amphitheater, with approximately 200 seats, was designed by
campus architect J. Peter
Winkelstein. It will feature a portable stage and wooden bleachers.
Ar opening ceremony will be
scheduled when a completion date is
set.

Plastic drapes the steps of the new S.’’ Amphitheater
The 550,000 facility, planned to allow performances by
small drama and musical groups, is expected to be

completed the first week in October Money came from
an expansion fund set up in coniunction with corn
pletion of the Student Union oil 1969
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Spartans awesome in 48-7 victory romp
a

Spartan recevier Gary Maddocl-s tries tv elude the tackle
of Hawaii defensive back Carl Merlo (13). Pat
McLaughlin 1601 readies to give a downfield block for
Maddocks while Rainbow linebacker Jack Wright (71)
pursues from behind. SJSU quarterbacks Steve DeBerg

Jen D Bro.

and Jim Miller threw to Maddocks and the Spartan
receiving corp for 252 yards. DeBerg hit Maddocks in the
second quarter with a 19 yd. pass which gave the Spartans
a 41-0 halftime lead.

Threat to hitters

Stiffen penalties for ’beanball’
By Dave Johnson
The August 30 incident
in which Red Sox shortstop
Rick Burleson was knocked
unconscious by a Bert
Blyleven pitch once again
raised the specter of the
beanball and the potential
damage it can do to a hitter’s season, his career,
perhaps even his life.
The 1976 baseball season has been particularly
marred by beanball incidents and the team fights
they have generated.

Comment
On April 20, the Cardin.
als’ Lynn McGlothen and
the Mets’ Jon Matlack exchanged admittedly intentional beanballs after
McGlothen had hit Del Unser in the elbow. (Unser
had won the previous
night’s 17-inning game with
a home run and had also hit
a roundtripper earlier in
this game off McGlothen l.
The incidents precipitated
two team fights that evening. McGlothen openly admitted his intent after the
game, and was fined and
suspended for his candor
by the National League office.
A couple of weeks later,
a bit closer to home, the Giants’ Jim Barr got into a
"discussion" with Cubs’
Bill Madlock over what
Madlock saw as Barr’s

using Madlock’s ribs as a
strike zone.
The league office eventually meted out fines ranging from $200 to 8500 to
Madlock, Barr, the Giants’
Gary Matthews, and the
Cubs’ Jose Cardenal for
their respective roles in the
melee which followed the
incident.
It is an old story. Pitchers have been dusting off
hitters since the people at
Louisville Slugger began
tearing up Kentucky
forests for fun, profit, and
home run hitters.
The "duster" or "brushback" is a time-honored
part of baseball a legitimate part in which a
pitcher asserts that it is he
who will determine what
the hitter will or will not
hit. It is a weapon of intimidation.
Dizzy Dean was supposed to have said to an opposing batter who was
"digging in" a little too
much on him, "Dig a little
deeper, and I’ll bury you."
Fine. The pitcher has,
by right, certain territory
in his confrontation with
the hitter. His manipulation of the ball in and out of
the strike zone is one of his
major weapons.
But a clear distinction
can be made between a
duster and a ball intentionally thrown at a hitter

Riggs ’runs’ into
new football post
By Dave Johnson
Inflation has taken a
chunk from us all, and
misery loves company, so
somehow it is heartening to
see that even highly paid
intercollegiate athletics
coaches sometimes have to
moonlight.
Take Don Riggs, for
example. Already wearing
two hats, as cross country
coach and assistant track
coach at SJSU, Riggs
realized he needed a third
job this summer, so he
decided to try his hand at
coaching football. Not Pop
Warner football, but NCAA
football. The PCAA
champion SJSU Spartans.
Skills improved
Actually, Riggs did not
need the job, he was sought
out by Head Coach Lynn
Stiles to use his specialty
knowledge to work with the
SJSU gridders in improving their running skills.
Riggs agreed to volunteer
his services, and Stiles is
glad he did.
"Don’s contribution to
the team has been significant," Stiles said. "He
was enthusiastic and excited about working with
us, and in a short period of
time we have seen drastic
improvements related to
the running skills."
Stiles said that he also
needed to have somebody
work with the Spartan kick-

ers, and Riggs showing
again
his unselfishness
volunteered. And again the
results were encouraging.
"Since he took on those
duties, our kickers are
much more confident, and
they’ve developed more
consistency and better
execution," added Stiles.
SJSU fortunate
Riggs worked with punters Jeff Cunningham and
Frank Ratto and placekickers Lou Rodriguez and
Randy Johnson.
"Jeff has improved tremendously," Riggs said.
"He is consistent, and his
concentration is good. He
really will be an asset to
our kicking game."
Riggs said that SJSU is
extremely fortunate to
have two placekickers with
the ability of Rodriguez
and Johnson.
Tough choice
"I’d hate to have to
choose between them," he
said. "Lou is extremely accurate inside the 40, and
Randy has a very strong
leg. On kickoffs, he
(Johnson) has been consistently kicking the ball
into the end zone.
"Very few major colleges and I doubt if there
are any others on the West
Coast
have two kickers
of the caliber of Lou
Rodriguez and Randy
Johnson." Riggs said.

Actually, the distinction is
now being made at the discretion of the home plate
umpire, but the penalty
a $50 fine imposed on the ofis a
fending pitcher
token slap at players, the
majority of whom are
salaried at upwards of
840,000 annually, with
many making much more
than that.
It is time to stiffen the
penalities for pitchers who,
in the umpire’s judgment,
intentionally throw at a hitter. It is suggested here
that, for the first offense, a
pitcher be fined 8500 and
immediately be ejected
from the game. No warnings, no second chances.
A second offense would
warrant a fine of 81000 and
a 15-day suspension, with
the team required to carry
the suspended pitcher on

the active roster, to assure
that no team officials
would condone throwing at
hitters.
With a third offense, if
the team let him get that
far, the pitcher could take a
hiatus for the rest of the
season or 90 days, whichever is longer.
Too harsh? Not really, if
one considers what the hitter has at stake.
Realistic? Likely to be
adopted? Don’t bet on it.
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
doesn’t have the baseballs
for bold, innovative action.
Don’t expect him to carry
the banner.
One only hopes the next
commissioner will get to
the problem before a Rick
Burleson, a Del Unser, or a
Bill Madlock is forced to
watch the game from a
wheelchair.

By Dave Johnson
It’s tough to come up
with an encore to a 45-10
season -opening football
victory, but SJSU managed
to do it Saturday night.
Scoring touchdowns the
first five times they had the
football, the Spartans
never looked back, rolling
over the University of
Hawaii, 48-7.
Blending a balanced attack with a vicious, pursuing defense, SJSU
managed to put 34 points on
the board before the
Rainbows had even
recorded a first down.
"It was like getting into
a hatchet fight without a
hatchet," said Hawaii
Head Coach Larry Price.
"I’m not really surprised, though. San Jose
plays so well fundamentally, and their kicking game
is so good. I’ll be surprised
if anybody gets within 20
points of them all year."
Price may have been
exaggerating that point
slightly, but it would be
hard to deny on the basis of
Saturday night’s performance.
Spartan quarterback
Steve DeBerg was nearperfect. connecting on 13 of
15 passes for 229 yards and
three touchdowns.
Eleven of the completions and 217 of the yards
came in the first half, when
the Spartans ran up a 41-0
bulge.
They opened up the
scoring with less than four
minutes gone in the first
quarter on a 20-yard pass
from DeBerg to Gary
Dudley. The scoring play
concluded a four-play drive
which began on the San
Jose 47. A 27-yard pass
from DeBerg to tailback
Rick Kane circling out of
the backfield the same
play which went for a
touchdown and set up
another last week was
the key play of the drive.
Hawaii’s 1 -2-3-punt offense soon gave the ball
back to the Spartans and
they again wasted no time
cashing in.
On a second -and-seven
play from the San Jose 34,
following the Hawaii punt,
Kane who was battling a
case of the flu as much as
he was Rainbow defenders
took a pitchout, swept
around left end behind the
superb blocking of SJSU’s

Spartan tailback Steve Bruce rushes for yardage
Saturday night against the University of Hawaii
Defensive end Marvin Battle (93) and linebacker Tim
0’ Doherty put the clamps on Ettu,e. The Spartans gained
247 yards on the ground.

front wall, and headed
toward the end zone. A desperation tackle at the Rainbow nine yard line only delayed the touchdown,
which Walt Robinson
puched over two plays later
from the two yard line. Lou
Rodriguez’s second conversion made it 14-0.
On its next series,
Hawaii gained only one of
its 17 total first-quarter
yards, so the Spartans
were soon back on the offensive.
Robinson was the workhorse of the Spartans’ third
scoring drive, handling the
ball on six of the seven
plays. A 22-yard screen
pass to Robinson in the
right flat was the big
gainer of the series, and it
was Walt’s balance and his
second and third efforts
which made the play go for
the distance it did.
Defensively, the
Spartans were awesome in

the first half, limiting the
Rainbows to 67 total first
half yards. Punter Paul
Dombrosky provided most
of Hawaii’s first-half offensive punch by running
18 yards on a fourth -down
punt attempt, toward the
close of the first half.
"Their defense was just
too much for us,"Price
said. "That Faumuina is
bound to be an All-American, and (Fred) Ford is
just as good."
According to SJSU head
coach Lynn Stiles, the
same factors were responsible for the Spartans’
margin of victory in both
the Utah State and Hawaii
games.
"Again tonight, our
kicking game was excellent, and we controlled
the line of scrimmage," he
said.
"We will win any game
in which we control the line
of scrimmage. It goes back

to our basic philosophy to
stress fundamentals.
"I was extremely proud
of the way Walt Robinson
and our big fullback, Lewis
Nelson, performed tonight.
The people who make it all
happen are the guys on the
offensive line, and once
again they did a tremendous job.
"I can’t say enough
about the way Blain,
Kessler, Heydeman,
Toews, and Blake controlled that line. Our offens .ve line was thought to
be a question mark at the
start of the season. It is not
only the most improved
area, but is now one of the
strong points of the team,"
Stiles said.
The Spartans seemed to
lose some of their intensity
in the second half, although
they managed to hold
Hawaii scoreless until midway through the fourth
quarter.
A Hawaii scoring threat
at the close of the third
quarter was stopped on
fourth down from the Spartan two yard line, when
linebacker Pat McLaughlin
who was credited with
six unassisted and
threecassisted tackles
during the game threw
Hawaii quarterback Joe
McReynolds for a five yard
loss with a classic, helmet on -numbers, stand-up
tackle.
Not all news from Spartan Stadium Saturday
night was good, however.
Starting defensive nose
guard Dan Durbin was
carried from the field just
before opening kickoff,
when he reinjured a torn
knee cartilage.
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Booters humiliate Gators, 13-0 Black athletes
By Jamie Rozzi
About the only thing
that passed through the
San Francisco State University goal Friday night
was a lost cat, as the SJSU
soccer team shutout the
Gators 13-0.
The cat, perhaps the
high point for the totally
embarrassed Gator squad,
interrupted the Spartans
between their eleventh and
twelfth goals, five minutes
before the game ended.
The Spartans, scoring
seven times in the first half
and six in the final half,
controlled the ball from the
opening whistle to the close
of the 90-minute game.
The Spartans, who did
not allow the Gators a shot
on goal in the first half, out
shot their weak opponents
33-2. The first Gator shot
coming at the 36-minute
mark in the second half.
Steve Swadley and Joe
Silvera had four goals each
along with a hat trick by
Easy Perez and solo goals
by Steve Ryan and Randy
Bolanos combined to
demolish the San Fransiscans who had only one
player returning from last
year’s 6-6-2 squad.
Perez Scores First
With only 14 minutes
gone in the opening half of
play, Perez was tripped
driving through the goal
area and was awarded a
penalty kick. With the goal
area cleared, except for the
goalie, Perez drove his shot
into the lower left corner of
the net for the Spartans’
first score of the evening.
The rain began to fall
after the Spartans first
score but it did not put out
their fire.
Swadley, 24 minutes into the game, took a cross
pass from Ryan and converted it to another SJSU
tally. A couple of minutes
had ticked off the clock
when Albert Gaspar’s head
shot on a cross pass from
Swadley hit the cross bar
and bounced back to Perez

who used his head to
achieve the Spartans third
goal.
The fourth goal came at
the 29 minute mark when
Swadley took a corner kick
from Gaspar and drilled it
to the lower right corner of
the net.
The Spartans, perhaps
giving the Gators a break,
did not score for the next 11
minutes. With five minutes
left to play in the first half
the Spartans put in three
quick goals to close out the
first half scoring.
Lousy Defense
Swadley drilled a bullet
right through the SFSU net
for his third goal of the
game and the Spartans
fifth tally of the half.
Bolanos scored next with a

shot that the Gator goalie
never saw until it had
stopped in the net.
Ryan closed out the first
half by converting a penalty kick for his first and only
score of the night.
Playing against a
"swiss cheese" defense
and going into the second
half with a seven point lead
gave the Spartans a chance
to relax.
"After the sixth goal it
became more of a practice
for us." Perez claimed.
"We were nervous at
first but they gave us a
chance to relax," Swadley
said.
Perez, with only four
minutes gone in the final
period, took a corner kick
from Gaspar and drove it
over the outstretched arms

Ii,, hard Grrprr

SJSU forward Steve Ryan (right) dribbles past an All
Stardefender in last Tuesdays 2-0 exhibition victory. The
Spartans will face Chico State Wednesday night in Wildcat
territory

of the Gator goalie with his
head for his third goal of
the evening.
Capitalizing on an outof-position goalie, Swadley
took a pass from Perez and
tapped it in for the Spartans’ ninth goal at the 18minute mark.
Silvera’s Rampage
At this point Head
Coach Julie Menendez
made a few substitutions.
Swadley, Perez and Ryan
came to the bench and Silvera moved from his left
full back position to the forward line.
Silvera, the Central
Coast Player of the Year
from Cupertino High
school, went on to further
embarrass the Gators by
scoring the next four goals
in twelve minutes to close
out the Spartan scoring for
the evening.
"We didn’t beat a real
strong team," assessed
Menendez. "We moved the
ball well but we still have
work to do to get ready for
the good ones."
"When I was there it
was like a joke," said
Ryan, who transferred to
SJSU from SFSU this
season, "and it still is."
"We passed the ball
good but look what we
passed against."
"If they got a new
coach and a good recruiting system they could be
good," Ryan concluded.
An apparent boycott is
presently underway at
SFSU according to a
number of ex-Gator
players and Assistant
Coach Bill Berzin.
There is only one returning player from the
1975 squad on the team
because the rest of the
players, including All-(’onference goalie Paul Gunn
and the Gator’s leading
scorer last season David
Staffieri, refuse to play for
an alleged "incompetent"
head coach, Art Bridgman.

victims of system
By Ron Coverson
At this particular moment in time, when the
value of the dollar seems to
be at its lowest ebb, the
value of the black athlete in
American sports has
depleted at an alarming
rate over the past ten
years.

Comment
This change is most
readily apparent in the colleges and universities
around the United States.
No more, in this bicentennial year, is the black
athlete recruited for his
abilities unless those talents are of a super-human
nature.
Victimized by the
character of his often times
financially insufficient
lifestyle, the black athlete
is viewed by player-hungry
scouts and coaches as an
ignora^t poverty stricken
individual, eager to jump
at any offer imaginable.
Once in high school
( Berkeley ) I observed the
drafting of two all -league
baseball players. Both of
them were pitchers, one
was white and the other
black.
The difference in the
amount of money offered of
the subsequent contracts
was so vast ($20,000) that it
bordered on the unbelievable.
This situation is such a
commonplace in baseball
today that it has become an
accepted reality among
black athletes.
The reason for these injustices is somewhat obvious when time is taken to
anaylize the situation.
A simple analogy can be
made in terms of
economics.
As with the law of supply and demand, when
there is a surplus of a given
product, the price or value
of that particular item is
decreased.

Thus with the saturation
of the black athlete in
American sports today, the
average individual becomes no more than just
another number.
In the case of sports
(either professional or intercollegiate), no provisions have been created
to account for the phenomenom involving the devaluing of the black athlete
in America.
In regards to collegiate
sports, intramural programs act as remedies for
those ills, both psychological and physical, that
might effect those non superstars whose dreams
and hones Were chattered
by the appearance of their
names on a cut list.
More often than not,
however, the black athlete
is not satisified here with
this so-called cure-all.
In love with a particular
sport ever since he first
picked up a ball on his
fourth birthday, the only
reasonable thing for him to
do is to transfer to another
school.
aheiditht hdli aigivie TusvthsrTisc(e:toeh ag ehtoiewensitrocrbshiea ldnioehlodson.ar-bo:noct m. ape involved in
such a decision is so incredibly difficult to endure, that
the average individual
usually drops out of school
the
avvaepnassttulushyteoiatal
aslito
possibilities
interest,lsyl
aleafatlreht aheietce
(such
etotekihfhpinea s college
leads to his downfall.
etah
a
is
come
many
black athletes
who were
acrossnall-leaguers
and frustrated as
collegians,
sooner
brothers
realize that life doesn’t end
with a name on a list of
waivers, the more blacks
leaving college campus with a degree
in hand.

EMI
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Grievance Panel
hearings opened

_

university academic
center.
If attorneys for both
sides of the dispute are
allowed, it will help achieve a balance between
faculty and administrators, Young said.
Formerly, administrators could confer with
attorneys from the chancellor’s office, but faculty
had to hire their own,
Young said.

The university
grievance panel, which
hears disputes between
faculty and administrators, is now permitted to hold open hearings if the faculty member
involved requests it.
Another change, instituted by state executive
order, provides for two
advisers to be present for
each party in the dispute.
One of the advisors may be
an attorney.
Open hearings will be
more "in keeping with
ideals of justice" by
making the community
aware of both sides of an
issue, said Dr. Carlene
Young, chairperson for the

COPIES
ISO minimum
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Cooks get new ovens
The newly-renovated
Home Economics Building (upper left) is the
center of activity for
students who are learning that how food looks
is as important as how it
tastes.

In the upper right
photo graduate Judy
Chamberlain (center)
and junior Cindy Deatrick (right) listen to
Assist. Prof. Katherine
Young. Junior Mary

Photos

Oakden samples cole
slaw in the right photo.
New kitchen food testing facilities include
lower ovens for handicapped students
(lower photo).

377-2935

$10.00 PER MONTH
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curly naturals
body perms
’ scissor cuts
and trims

hair coloring
blower styles
for men
and women
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specializing in the natural look

by Mr. Wilfred
35 So. 4th St., 294-4086
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Serving the San Jose State
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Rinn appointed to New College post

Since 11W

Second class postage paid at Sar
Jose. California Member of Cali
forma Newspaper Publishers Asso
cation and the Associated Press
Published daily by San Jose State
University, except Saturday and
Sunday. during the college year The
opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the Associated
Students. the College Administration
or the Department of Journalism and
Advertis.hg Subscriptions accepted
only on a remainder of semester
basis Full academic year, 99 each
Semester. $O 50 Off campus price
per copy. 10 cents Phone 271-3181
Advertising 277 3171 Published by
Suburban Newspatier Publications
itr

WED.
CINEMA
SEPT. 15
I-IOLLY WOOD
IN THE GOLDEN PGE

ministrator and teacher to
the position. She holds a
master’s degree from
Columbia in journalism
and a Ph.d in political
science from the University of Chicago.

According to the dictionary, a provost is "a
director of a small unit who
has authority over others."
According to Dr. Fannuiel
Rinn, newly appointed
provost of New College, it
is someone who makes sure
the communication lines
are open.

Women’s Studies
She became interested
in Women’s Studies and
was part of a group who
started the Women’s
Studies Program at SJSU.
As an administrator,
Rinn said she cannot order
faculty and students
around. "You get more
good work from people
when they’re not bossed
around," she said.

Rinn said she likes the
mix of teaching and administrating, but would not
want to give up teaching altogether.
"I like to deal with
students in helping to make
things easier, and more fulfilling for them," she said.
She hopes to help create
more of a community at
San Jose, and feels New
College is the place to do it.
Public relations
"It’s very much a public
relations job, Rinn said.
Someone was frightened by
a snake in one of the offices
this semester she said.
Rinn had to find a way to
make the snake owner
aware that some people
were frightened by it.
Rinn brings 16 years of
experience as an ad -

Space available
"There is a good group

Dr. Fannuiel Rinn

COPIES
2144
no minimum

KINKO’S

123S 3rd St.

2954336

of people to work with at
New College," Rinn said,
and I feel at home in the
program." The things that
appeal to her most in the
New College program is
the de-emphasis on the
IBM number.
New College has space
for more first year
students, according to

.11,0O

2954336

11th and San Carlos
T107en Mon. -Sat. 7 am.- Midnite .
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Rinn. She said New College
classes are designed to encourage students to discuss
and participate in class.
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Kinn 1.11
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MORRIS DAILEY
AUDITORIUM

2:30,7 & 10

Admission $1

Corner of Bird Ave. and W. San Carlos St.
(From freeway 280 take Bird Ave. off ramp)
Open 7 days, 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. Rain or Shine
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Socialist blasts U.S.
KSJS begins
steady format in video appearance
broadcasts. We’re going to
be stressing local news
more than international because it’ll give the reporters a chance to get out
in the field. With 1000 wats,
people from Palo Alto to
Gilroy are listening to us.
Election coverage
"Also, our election coverage will be expanded,"
Baader added. "We could
compete with KCBS (an all
news station). We’ll have
enough reporters to cover
that thoroughly."

With a new horizontal
format, SJSU’s radio station KSJS ( 90.7 FM ) now
broadcasts the same
programs at the same
times on weekdays.
"The programming last
year was at best sporadic."
said Dave Mora, program
director of the 1000-watt
station.
"The listeners had no
idea what kind of music
would be on at any particular time.
"This year we’re using
horizontal programming.
In other words, the same
type of music at the same
time of day, every day," he
said.

The radio station is
planning to draw on resources within the university for some programming, according to McCafferty.
"We can draw from all
other departments in the
university for expert commentary, entertainment
and special programs,"
McCafferty said.

"Almost all radio stations have a special format," said Dr. Richard
McCafferty, faculty station
manager.
"For instance, KEEN
plays all country and western. Our format has a large
variety of programs.
Russ Lee

Public service
"Sixty per cent of all
broadcasts will be public
service," McCafferty said.
"We bought three public
broadcasting shows. One is
a program entitled ’Jazz
Revisited,’ one’s a BBC
science forum and the last
program is called’Options,’
which is the equivalant of
CBS’s ’60 Minutes.’"
According to Brent
Baader, KSJS news director, news coverage also is
expanding.

KSJS Program Director Dave Mora

KSJS broadcast schedule
Sunday

ES Rock

WNW.

Country
Western
Top 40.5

Country
Weapon
Top 40’s

Jars Roamed
113012
Top 40’s

Leen

Cind

WerMeadey

FICICY

Counny
Western
Top 40 s

Country
Western
Top 40’s

Monday

6am
to
to. m

F

10.
to
2 rol

Nom

2
2pm
If Pao
to

Science Forum Progressore

Progresso.

Progress.,

Jazz

Lamm

Clark*

Propressrve

Progresove

progressive

Progre..

Jan

Latino

Claesese

Locally
produced 51

LOOMS
produced 67

Lac"
Produced

Locally
produced SI

Soul

Football

Classical

City
Cour,.

7.7-30 Sci. Fen.

top,.,Options 74
Preen
1110
teem
to
2 a re

EMMY
0.2 Rock

Saturday

0-2 Rock

Thunder
E,2 Rock

Tusedee
0260.0k

TIMID

Asian
liaisons
8-10

610
DIA

62 Rock
Folk

62 Rock
Folk

62 Rock
Folk

E-Z Rock
Folk

Soul

62 Rock
Folk

E-2 Rock
Folk

0Se Chace

0.11 Choice

DJ’s Choice

DJ’s Choice

DJ’s Choice

DJ’s Choice

DJ’a Choice

spartaguide

"We’re trying to appeal
to a large number of
people. We cover all sports.
All the football games are
broadcast. We are the only
station that broadcasts the
San Jose City Council
meetings.
"One of the problems
we have is that we’re not
professionals," he added.
"People are used to welldirected, professional
programs. If you never put
people on the air who are
just learning, they’ll never
learn."

"In the past, the news
was broadcast once a day
for a half hour, late in the
afternoon. We just worked
for that one half hour which
is wrong for radio,"
Baader said.
"Now we’re going to
have round-the-clock

to

CAMERA

He said he talked to the
Music Department and is
arranging with them to
tape some classical music
concerts.
"We’d also like to go to
experts in the major departments and ask them
for commentary on news
currently happening," he
said.

The Occupational
Therapy Club meets for the
first time this semester at
noon today in Health 408.
All interested O.T. and pre0.T. students are invited to
participate in the election
of new officers.

course this fall, Astronomy
103, an introduction to
astronomical observations
and instrumentation
Students will use the new
SJSU 10-inch Cassegrain
reflector and auxiliary
equipment, as well as take
a trip to Lick Observatory
No prerequisites. Call
Physics department for
further information.

Students interested in
competing for overseas
study awards are invited to
meet with Fullbright program advisor Don
DuShane at 10 a.m. tomorrow in S.U. Guadalupe
Room.

Brother Sun,
Sister Meow

Zardez
Slaughterhouse
Five
Barbarella
Our Sept. film schedule
is available, check the
Student Union

TEMPTING TUNA SALAD
11th and San Carlos
Open Mon. -Sat. 7 am.- Midnite

? Help Us Help Others ’r

There will be an introductory lecture on the campus transcendental meditation program at 11:30 a.m.
tomorrow in the Almaden
Room.
The Home Economics
Club is sponsoring a "Meet
Your Faculty" program at
12:15 p.m. today in H.E.
115. Future semester plans
will be revealed.
The Physics Department is offering a new

donate blood plasma
and earn cash
$ 1 5 a week to
$60 a month as
one of our
valuable donors!
men & women 18-60 call
or come by weekdays

SAN JOSE
PLASMA CENTER
1469 Park Ave. Si 998-4567

STUDENTS - See good theatre
right here on campus. Season
tickets will enable you to see 5
main shows, 5 bonus shows, for
the low.low price of $5.25. Call
box office at 277-2777 Toes Fri.
12-4 p m

PIANO INSTRUCTION - THEORY
Et HARMONY - CLASSICAL
TO JAZZ - 20 YEARS EXPER
IENCE, CALL 225-7013.

for sale
CALCULATOR close out Our at:
tual cost plus $1 Jarrett Advei
tising Specialties Et Awards 915
Meridian 295.2328.
YAMAHA, DT 175 8, 1975, like
new, 1300 mi., comp. rel., buddy
Extras, $600.
seat & pegs
7314942 after 7.

?
??
?
1

HP-85 programmable calculate,
and all accessories, must sell, call
757-6699.

Looking for that something extra in
fraternity life? Come to the Un
Fraternity -Alpha Phi Omega. Our
main purpose is service to your
fellow students and the campus
community. You’ll find men of
friendship, leadership and service
with A -Phi-O. We have no
house, lust a lot of room in our
brotherhood for you. Viet us at
Friday Flicks or call Juhn Walker
at 298.4148.

2 PART TIME sales. finis jewelry
store Willow Glen area. Some
sales experience .Call 266-6341.
Shoe sales. Part time, days. E,
perienced pref. 3781895 10-6.
NEED Attractive girls for Amateur
modeling 18-23, part time, good
pay, call 578 3939 between 100,
5 lino answer, call 227 8977
YOUNG Reliable people, neat appearance to ASSIST PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO. We will train
you how to write an appt., how
to contact the families who need
our service. You get paid every
day lust for introducing our fantastic money and time saving
special offer Call Allen from 12
to 5 at NATURAL COLOR POR
TRAIT, 279-2735

THE Rim KING KONG WA be
shown in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 7 Et 10 p.m.,
TONIGHT FREE. . .
DIDN’T make formal RUSH? Try informal RUSH till Nov. Sigma Nu
Fraternity, 155 So. 11th,

y

automotive

Recommends student appointees to the A.S. President for all A.S. positions established on the
A.S constitution All candidates shall be interviewed by this committee as will committee po.
sotions andoor sub-committee positions established through the Academic Senate Also assists
Personnel Officer on execution of duties.

I

’80 VW engine, 1600, comp
rebuilt. less than 5003 miles,
9400 266 1677 after 8 p.m

FRIDAY IS THE LAST DAY TO APPLY
Applications may be obtained by contacting
15 1,4,

minimum

123S 3,dSt

295,4336

selected as the best available reading program by the Associated
Students of UCLA.
According to Gary Mould, evaluator, the R.E.A.D.S. progi am will
be offered exclusively by the ASUCLA Student Store.
Factors whicn influenced the decision were the low, $125 cost,
money beck guarantee, and consistently high reeding rates of course
graduates. The evaluation was based on 12 consecutive quarters of
READS. classes held for UCLA students. A unique feature of the
course is its six-week length, allowinc students to be
done prior to finals.
For further information on Fall classes at San ..ose State, contact
R.E.A.D.S., 615 Nevada, Sausalito, CA 94965.

READS.

Monday Cinema
presents

September 13
The Original

GUMS IMRE’
Faye Raye
and
Bruce Cabot
Morris Dailey Auditorium
FREE 7 & 10 FREE

no minimum

295-4336

DELIGHTFUL place to live Ping
pong, volleyball, dishwasher.
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet 234 S. 11th St. 1 blk from
campus. $85 and up. 998,0803.
968-7410 level. Mgrs. wanted.
FEMALE Roommate & friend
needed. Near campus. Voice
dfect. Call Brian at 298-2308 after
4 p.m. No rent required
BEDROOMS for 2 females,
beautiful house, furnished,
minutes from commis, $85/room
oil.. call Rhoda alter 6 p.m.
7311 1675.
3 BDRM House widen & basement, $325 month. Private parking, 265 S. 11th, 246-3023 or
739-5479. 1 bdrm unit by Oct. $90
r $10 util.

lost
and found
LOST: ALL WHITE Lab, near 10th
& Santa Clara, clear flea collar,
"Frisco". Call 286-1794 Reward.

2

PRIVATE Rm., kit. priv.. SS block
SJSU by Lucky’s, bus; resp
male stu.; 1 to 8 O.m. 297-7679LG HOUSE Share bath ktch 485 ES
$93 rms, 2 bl. from SJSU, quiet
responsible people, 279-8141,
286-4095.
EXCELLENT Rooms Across Campus, Men. 99 S. 9th St Kitchen
env Shared 470;mo Private
$105/mo. Phone 279-9816, if no
answer call 268-1750. Girls 278S
10th St Across Bus. Build
Kitchen privil. Et parking from
$75/shared mo. Er 4115 private
Call 279-9036, jinx answer on the
above numbers call 268-1750

1

personals

is.

Looking for that something extra in
fraternity life? Come to the Un.
Fraternity -Alpha Phi Omega. Our
main purpose is service to your
fellow students and the campus
community. You’ll find men of
friendship. leadership and service
with A Phi -O. We have no
housen lust a lot of room in our
brotherhood for you. Visit us at
Friday Flicks or call John Walker
at 298.4148.

1:.

services

STUDENT Dental Plan - Enroll
"now". Applications and information at Associated Stu.
dents office or call 371.6811.

WILLIAM’S Beauty Shop, 4th Et
William. 288-7163. spec. in halo
cuts, 20% discount to student
Owner has French training.
TYPING - IBM Selectric
253-3684
Pick up and Delivery
COLLEGE Scholarships: $500
million student aid each year to
those who know how and where
Big, fat, thick, 400 pages Guide
to all types of Financial aid
available to students. Plus complete preparation for scholarship
tests. Send $4.00 lower Industries, 260 Sheridan Ave., P.0
Box 11007, Palo Alto, Ca. 94306.
BABYSITTING Cheap’ Full or part
time. Infants OK. Near college
Call Jean 293-8785.

stereos
SAVE THIS AD. Before you put,
chase costly stereo equipment.
check with us for discounts on
200 maim brands of Audio, TV.
tape. Cu, stereo, etc. Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the
first time with no hassles. We
manufacture a complete fine of
Hi Fi speakers and blank record
ing tape sold wholesale to the
public. Sounds Unique, 998
2693. Tues Sat 12-6

For Something Fast,
Cheap, and Easy
Spartan Daily
Classified Ads

Ur,
Large 2 hr upstairs apt
furnished, but has rug, stow.
rfgr, parking frr blk from SJSU
No chrldren or dogs $225 mu
379 3659 after 6 p m

Classified Rates
One
day

Two
days

Three Four
days days

Five
days

Si 50
700
2 50
3 00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3 50

225
275
325
375

740
790
340
390

250
300
3.50
400

Each additional Ione add:
50
50
50

50

50

Print Your Ad Here:

Each
addi
trona!
day
35
35
35
35
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Gloria Groton

A.S. Offices 3rd Level, Student Union
or call 277-3201
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4 lines
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WANTED. FEMALE fi male voices
to make recording. Need all types
of voices. Pays well. Call
379-9888 after 6 pin.

BREAD AND ROSES BOOKSHOP
136 So. 1st St., 294-2930.
New and used, Afro-American
Latino, Chicano, Native American, Marxist, women’s labor.
children’s books b. much more
Selected posters Er records
Friendly personal service
Browseos welcome. Ask abou,
our special events. Open 10 to 6.
Mon through Sat.

I.

help wanted

it

FRIDAY FLICKS presents Mel
Brooks BLAZING SADDLES
One of the funniest movies you’ll

A.S. PERSONNEL SELECTION COMMITTEE NEEDS
3 STUDENTS AT LARGE

A.S. Personnel
Officer

INTERESTED in working with people? Consider joining the peer
rhop-in center, credit optional.
inquire in Diablo room, 3rd floor
SU or call Tom 287.0768 or Mardi
293.3138.
YES ON 141 needs you to guarantee
fair union elections for farm workers Full-time and pan -time
volunteers Call 292-4651.

KUNG FU
Beginning classes on Mon. IStarts
9/201 OR Wed. (starts 9/221.
Time: 7-8:15 p.m. Price: 69 for 6
weeks. Full refund after 1st class
not satisfied Sign up at A.S.
Business Office in the Student
Union.

Old Fashioned Sandwiches For

Tomorrow’s Free Flix
will be "The Blue Angel" at
5 p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom
and "The Lodger" at 7 p.m.
in S.U. Umunhum Room.

ever see. especially if it s VOW
third or fourth time. Two shows,
7 & 10 p.m. Morris Dailey, Sept
171h, 41.00 by Alpha Phi Omega

11.1 announcements

ASK ANYONE!
It’s
CASEY’S

Students interested in
the Rifle and Pistol team
should contact Master
Sergeant Morales before
September 21 at M.H. 321
(277-2985).

Boston and Racism
In dealing with racism,
Camejo told his audience
the daily newspapers, in
writing about the violence
over busing in Boston,
never mentioned that the
black children were being
bused into their own neighborhoods.
"The issue isn’t busing.
It’s racism. The govern-

ment can send half a million people to Vietnam, but
they can’t send anyone into Boston to protect the
blacks."
Camejo pointed out that
in the 1974 gubernatorial
elections only 34 per cent of
all registered voters voted.
He said this is an example
of the pubfic losing interest
in the present American
political system.

classifieds

Jesus Christ
Superstar
The Microbiology Club
will hold its first meeting at
1:30 p.m. tomorrow in D.H.
250. All microbiology
majors and interested
students are invited to this
orientation session.

Hypocritical candidates
"Anyone who says they
don’t like Russian tMalitarianism but says they like
Spain is a hypocrite. And
that’s every Republican
and Democrat candidate
running for president,"
Camejo said.
Stating his position on
foreign policy, Camejo
promised that he would
order the withdrawal of
U.S. troops from Cuba, a
position he said no Democrat or Republican candidate holds.
"We have troops in
every continent," Camejo
stated. "We’re there so
that we can protect these
countries in case they invade themselves," the
socialist candidate said
sarcastically.
Economic Conditions
Talking about the
country’s economic situation, Camejo said, "I
believe we live in a class
society. There are some

people who benefit from
inflation."
Camejo spoke
disgustedly about the upper class, focussing
primarily on Vice President Nelson Rockerfeller.

ONE

tst St. 1141-3900

11414

Peter Camejo, Socialist
Worker’s presidential candidate was back on campus
yesterday, only this time
he appeared on video tape.
Camejo blasted the Republican and Democratic
parties, American foreign
policy, the economy and
racism.
About 30 to 35 persons
drifted in and out of the upper level of the Student Union during the Camejo
speech.
The video tape was
made this spring in Florida. Cameju last appeared
at SJSU in fall 1975.
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